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Reviewer's report:

This review was performed with Rodrigo Deliberato MD PhD.

This paper aims to use a variety of machine learning (ML) techniques as a variable selection method to help determine when patients with moderate pneumonia have high mortality and therefore require inpatient care. The authors seek simple decision rules to improve WHO guidelines in treating pneumonia, and found three: patients 2-11 months, respiratory rates higher than 70 breaths/min, and presence of comorbidities.

The manuscript is well written and has a valid concept. Regarding the methodology, overall, the authors used the best practice in validating their models, and they treat the models with a good amount of respect and skepticism. However we believe that some issues need addressing.

Major Comments:

1. The data seems too clean. How did the authors check the quality of the data that was analyzed? Please describe what measures were taken to evaluate the fidelity of the data. This is the most crucial step in data modeling.

2. We agree in principle that ML can be used in this way for variable selection. However, ML does best when it is allowed to produce non-linear and higher-order models, which the authors did not report testing for or examining.

We recommend two approaches:

a. Either test for interactions or nonlinearities in the ML models

b. Use a ML tool specifically designed for this process: Causal Falling Rule Lists (Fang & Rudin 2012)
3. Page 7: they say variables "were selected", then list 10 or so. Earlier, they say they have 350 variables. Which is it? If the investigators used statistical methods to go from 350 to 10, what were they? ML is really good at variable selection in high dimension, and a lot of models benefit from adding in variables that are only weakly predictive.

4. How different would their results be if they ran a simple logistic regression of mortality on their data with feature selection applied to the 350 candidate variables? How much accuracy do they gain compared to the WHO guidelines? How many lives might it save? And at what financial cost?

5. Their variable importance procedures are not all strictly comparable, but the idea of ranking the importance of predictors across multiple measures is a strong point of the paper. The correlations in Table 3 provide confidence that the results are solid.

Minor Comments

1. We disagree with the authors' assessments of logistic regression as being biased. It's not biased in the presence of collinear predictors; it just doesn't have an analytic solution. Please re-phrase.

2. It would seem that the effect of one of the 3 highly discriminative factors on mortality - respiratory rate greater than 70/minute - is modified by age. Were interaction terms evaluated in the logistic regression?

3. Abstract in the first page: 'Change the word "three" for "four" machine learning modelling.'

4. Line 162: there is a missing parenthesis.
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